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New head coach Ralston
has a deep backgrour
in coaching.

Wahlquist may become a book morgue
BY TORRLY WI.BB
wan Daily st.ii: Writa

An eye for art

AIMEE MC KINIII

NPARIAN DAILY

After a three day show in the Art Building, Aimee Funasaki, a senior majoring in art, cleans up and takes down one of her paintings

Wahlquist Library may shut
its doors for good if the Academic Senate votes for closure
on May 3.
While most senators were
either unavailable for comment or unwilling to speculate
on an outcome, Elba Maldonado-Colon, a professor of special and bilingual education
and a member of the Academic Senate, said, "We are not in
favor of closing the library."
"We are looking for other
places where the funds (that
would be saved) can be
caught," she said. "We have to
evaluate what closing the
library will mean."
Closing the library would
mean
students
couldn’t
browse through the stacks,
Maldonado-Colon said.
If the library closes, the university stands to save about
$15,000 that would normally
be paid to student assistants,
Maldonado-Colon said.
"les currently a resolution
not yet acted upon. It won’t be
an easy decision," university
librarian James Schmidt said.
If the library closes,
Schmidt said the building will
still be used to store books,
accessible to students through
a paging system. Students who
wanted a book from the
library could till out a request.
An employee would have the
book for the student within a
couple of hours, Schmidt said .

A similar system in effect
while the fourth and fifth
floors of the Clark Library
were being re-carpeted was
successful, Schmidt said .

We have to
evaluate what
closing the library
would mean.’
Elba Nlaldonado-Colon

MaldonadoHowever,
Colon sees things differently.
"People like to explore
what’s available," she said.
"The library is a resource
which supports and serves
students and teachers for
research. It would cripple the
service the library gives."
Maldonado -Colon said the
Academic Senate is not sure
whether closing the library is
worth $15,000. The closure to
Wahlquist would hurt people
looking for older books.
English and social sciences
professors and students would
be at a disadvantage because
they need the more historical
periodicals, she said.
The vote to keep Wahlquist
Library
open,
originally
scheduled for April 19, was
suspended. A majority of the
senate must vote for closure if
the librarx is toshut down.

Parents regroup Alliance renovates house for nee
as center doses
BY ALLAN 11, ,V I AND
Varian

BYJEN\II 14 K
. inan

Parents have bonded together after
hearing that the SJSU child care center is being asked to move to a new
location.
Last Monday some SJSU students
with children enrolled in the Gulland
Children’s Center gathered to discuss
where the next center should be and
how the costs would be covered.
The center has been at St. Paul’s
Methodist Church on 10th and San
Salvador for the past 20 years. But
now the pastor of St. Paul’s, Lorraine
McNeal, sees "greater possibilities for
the church and for the daycare."
When parents learned last month
that the center could not use the
church, they petitioned for an extension at St. Paul’s until May 1994.
McNeal granted the extension.
"I saw that the parents expressed
concern:’ she said. "They are marvelous because their children will
learn that their parents are actively
involved:’

According to McNeal, members of
her church want to broaden their
community involvement. "It is the
church’s task to house the needs of
the whole community. Because the
children of SJSU are a specific population, our focus has become
extremely narrow."
The pastor said the church wants
to help a variety of groups such as the
homeless, drug dependents and
minorities of San Jose. "The challenge of the church’s ministry is not
to be a landlord. We should be active
in the transformation of groups:. she
said.
"We have the desire to be involved
in the lives of people on every level.
That makes us who we are as people."
McNeal said she feels a change of
daycare location is a positive thing for
SISU parents. "Growth does not happen in comfort:’ she said. "We could
follow ’getting by’ agenda or ’getting
better’ agenda."
"All of us will be stronger because
’Ire CHILD CARE, Page 3

:Iter

Thanks to the Student Homeless
Alliance’s efforts, six of San Jose’s homeless will have a temporary home downtown.
The Student Homeless Alliance (SHA)
announced last week that it would begin
renovations on the house at 352 W. St.
John St. before moving people in. SHA is
an SJSU organization dedicated to abolishing homelessness.
The project began last year on Thanksgiving Day when a group of SHA members and San Jose homeless broke into
boarded -up houses on W. St. John and
River streets. The houses were originally
bought by the Santa Clara Valley Water
District Board. They are slated to be
demolished to make way for the
Guadalupe River flood -control and park
project.
The SHA’s reason for the occupation
was that the houses were empty and
could be used as temporary shelters by
the homeless.
"This is really a precedent -setting
this hasn’t been tried in San Jose
event
before:’ said Scott Wagers, founder of
SH A.

A HORVATH

Students and the prospective tenants
spent last week cleaning the house,
preparing it for inspection by the Santa
Clara l:ounty Housing Authority. Cheryl
Wessling, public information officer for
the SCVWDB, said because they have no
authority to allow occupants in those
houses, a lease must he negotiated

Fourth and San Carlos the site of injury accident
BYAII.\\ 11(111 \\I/

AIMEE MCKINNEY SPARTAN DAR

San Jose Police officer Jefferey Sheppard said both drivers involved
in the two-car accident at Fourth and San Carlos streets Friday
afternoon were at fault. Both drivers were taken to the hospital.

Two cars violent \ ,,Ilided
at the corner of Foul th and
san Carlos streets near SISU at
about 3:30 p.m. Friday.
The first car, driven by a
female SJSU student named
Kelly, was driving west on San
Carlos and turning left onto
Fourth Street. The second, driven by an unknown male, was
traveling east on San Carlos
toward Fourth Street. The
eastbound car hit the front
passenger side of the other car,
sending it spinning toward the
Fourth Street Garage.
Officers from the San Jose
Police and Fire Departments
responded, as did an anibu-

SPART

Ralph Ewing sweeps up in front of the house in preparation for the move in.

I ince. While Kelly was able in
walk and speak after the at.c
dent, the other driver ouldn’t
get out of his car without help
from paramedics.
Kelly complained of pain,
in her neck, shoulder and lilt
leg. Both drivers were treated
for neck and spine injuries and
taken to San Jose Medical Center.
The hospital refused to
comment on the drivers’ identities or injuries other than
that they were alive as of Friday
evening.
SIPD Officer Jeffery Sheppard said both drivers were at
fault for the accident. Kelly was
cited for a right-of-way violation.

through the Housing Authority. The SH A
is renting the house for $1 a year. The
SCVWDB wants the house vacated by
Oct. 31, 1993, as it is scheduled for demolition.
Wagers said they were given the key to
the house last Monday. "We’re going to
Nt t SHA Page,’

Organizer Cesar Chavez dies at age 66
lit, lb i 1 int
United farm Workers I ’I, ion
leader Cesar Chavez was found
dead Friday of natural causes.
Chavez was scheduled to
appear at sl st. Ihuisday to lecture on "The Crisis Facing the
Farm Workers and Consumers:
Social Justice in the Workplace."
"He was very charismatic and
warm:. said radio, TV. and film
major Linda Vega.
Vega, whose parents and
"whole family’’ were farm workers and active in the union,
believes Chavez helped people
like her family move out of the
fields and into colleges and universities.
"He had great strength and
wanted to make a difference
lie was a true leader," the 27 -yearold student said.

Ile had great
strength anti
wantal to make a
difference he
was a true leader’
Linda Vega

Born the year of the tirst
national grape boycott, which
was organized by Chavez in 1965.
Vega remembers going to picket
lines and marches with her family
and holding a "little red flag with
the eagle on it."
See CHAVEZ, Page 3
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Ignoring the Holocaust
might hurt you
Steps must be taken to prevent
repeating the mistakes ofthe
past: try education.
f yoU forget the past, who might
repeat it?
According to a report released this
week, 38 percent of adults and 53 percent of high school students don’t
have any knowledge of the Holocaust
and of the genocide suffered by 6 million Jews and 5 million others.
Are these the denials of ultra rightwi ng groups or simply the ignorance
of people whose education has failed
them?
The Spartan Daily believes it’s a
combination of both. Our high
school text books should be inclusive
of all cultures, sexes and accomplishments. The curriculum should not
center on the history of European Americans alone.
Text -book writers should realize
history didn’t stop in the 1950s or
happen only in Western Europe. History is an on going process with no
I imitations.
These text books would cover
African-American slavery, the Holocaust, the genocide of Native-Amerit ans, the internment of Japanese-

Americans and Japanese-Canadians,
and persecution of other groups in
detail. While some progressive school
districts already incorporate such text
books, many districts lack the money
to purchase new books.
If we learned about other backgrounds, as well as our own, history
would be more personalized and
right-wing groups would be unable
to deny the Holocaust’s existence and
further their political aims.
These right-wing groups are
already preying on our young. Disenfranchised right-wing skinheads in
Britain and America have existed
since the early 1980s.
The revisionist thinking of the
Aryan Nations who have existed since
the 1970s and other European groups
is growing.
It is easy to find scapegoats when
the world economy is declining.
Bosnian Muslims are experiencing
ethnic cleansing, and their plight is
starting to resemble the Holocaust.
They are, however, just one of various groups being persecuted at this
time.
We shouldn’t let the growth of hate
and ignorance take away our sense of
humanity. Believing ideas we despise
only makes us look foolish.
We must never again forget.

Letters to the editor
Fat tires hurt trails
Editor:
Paul Wotel should put the brakes
on his irresponsible leads and stop
pedaling a bad image for mountain
cyclists.
The fat-tire community doesn’t
need another fat lip.
In his April 19th article "Mountain Bike Guru is Bestowed a ’Distinguished Alumnus’ Award:’ Wotel
characterizes mountain biking as a
sport which promotes racing at high
speeds, on narrow trails, in muddy
conditions.
Specialized, under the guidance of
Mike Sinyard, has spent large
amounts of time and money to educate cyclists and promote responsible, environmentally sound mountain biking on our trails. Wotel’s article is a slap in the face to Sinyard.
The images of mountain biking
that Wotel’s lead promotes are harmful to Specialized and the entire bicycling industry, as well as a threat to
future trail access and good relations
with other trail users.
All three mountain bike advocacy

organizations in the Bay Area the
Bicycle Trails Council of Marin, the
Bicycle Trails Council of the East Bay,
and Responsible Organized Mounadhere to and protain Pedalers
mote the IMBA Rules of the Trail; 10
simple rules for low-impact, responsible mountain biking (Rule 3: Control your bicycle! Inattention for even
a second can cause problems. Obey
all speed laws).
These organizations condemn riding in muddy conditions, and after a
rain, as it causes severe trail damage.
Irresponsible media stories and
advertisements promote irresponsible attitudes and behavior on the
part of cyclists, especially younger
riders.
Wotel has helped contribute to the
very problem Sinyard and his company have fought against so strongly.
Peter Fournier
Senior, Environmental Studies
President, Responsible Organized
Mountain Pedalers
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Just another day to create a self-imposed crisis
it’s April, and once again
our nation’s greatest pastime is
in full bloom.
Procrastination.
Putting things off until the
last minute is a grand American college tradition, right up
there with cursing Michael
Bolton. Anyone who saw the
thousands scurry off to post
offices to file their 1040 tax
forms before the midnight
deadline a few weelcs ago
would be hard-pressed to
argue.
I’ve always felt that procrastination was one of my rare
natural talents.
No matter how crucial a
term paper or how desperately needed to pass an upcoming exam, I’d always find a way
to convince myself to save it
for litter.
I’d fix myself a snack, go for
a bike ride or flick on the tube.
Anything but (God forbid!)
actually get the thing done
early.
So here I sit again, pushing
my deadline and my editor’s patience much further
than I really care to admit. But
as feelings of pressure, guilt,
panic and remorse inevitably

well up inside me, I’m going to
do what I usually do.
Make rationalizations.
"I work better under pressure," I’ll tell myself. "It’s more
satisfying to finish a paper at 4
a.m. Besides, there’s plenty of
time, you can always do it
(choose one) tonight/tomorrow/over the weekend/next
week."

Putting things of
. . . is a grand
American college
tradition, tht up
there with cursing
Michael Bolton.
Inevitably, I’d regret the few
moments of pleasure I gained
through neglecting my duties,
and swear to change my ways.
Only to relapse at the next
opportunity.
But the headlines of the past
few months reassured me that
I wasn’t alone.

San Francisco 49ers management seemed to be paralyzed for months when it came
to deciding the future of deityquarterback-constant irritant
Joe Montana.
Meanwhile, the FBI took
almost almost two months to
develop a strategy for the
Waco standoff, which after
careful analysis of their gathered intelligence and consultations with criminal behaviorists decided the most effective strategy was to punch big
holes in the walls with a tank.
And the country was on
edge for almost two weeks
while we all anxiously awaited
a verdict in the civil rights trial
of Rodney King. Did the jurors
really need that much time to
reach a verdict that seemed all
too painfully clear from the
videotape?
Obviously not. They just
figured it was easier to order
out for egg foo yung.
It’s always puzzled me why
we Americans, so used to
instant gratification, are so
prone to putting things on the
back burner. Back in the glory
days of Humphrey Bogart and
The Duke, we acted, dammit.
None of this pussyfooting

Steven Chae

Throwing Stones
around would have been tolerated.
But those folks mentioned
above eventually got their
dilemmas resolved, and, as a
result, I’ve been inspired.
I’m sure if we could find the
causes of this national phenomenon, everyone would be
much better off.
Perhaps this column could
help launch a serious study of
the underlying factors of this
problem. Maybe we might
even come up with some possible remedy.
Yeah, right. Maybe next
(choose one) week/month/
semester/year.
Steven Chae is a Daily staff columnist.
His column appears every Monday.

Illegal immigration costs California too much
No one who has lived in
California in the last 20 years
can deny almost every aspect
of our standard of living has
decidedly declined.
Surely an
outstanding
example of this trend for the
worst is our run -away population expansion, which is currently leading the nation at
about 2.6 percent annual
growth.
This growth consists of a
frantic birth rate and an influx
of both legal and illegal immigrants. Our burgeoning population harms both our physical
environment and political social resources.
California suffers all forms
of environmental peril, from
farm land and habitat loss, to
water misuse and air quality
degradation. For instance,
each year 50,000 acres of cropland give way to housing tracts
or shopping malls.
Our social costs are also
staggering:
Representative David Drier
(R) stated Los Angeles County
alone spends an estimated
$750 million for welfare,
health care and other benefits
for illegal aliens.
The facts point to an obvious problem: millions of illegal
immigrants
are
slipping
through our borders.
According to U.S. Border

Patrol statistics, 1.1 million
apprehensions occurred last
year with the rate increasing
about 9 percent annually. Yet it
is likely twice this many escape
detection.
Once in California, they
become competitors for low
paying jobs and welfare benefits. Moreover, since these
aliens stand to earn 8 times as
much money working at minimum wage here then they can
south of the border, it is
unlikely anything short of an
armed border will abate their
arrival.
What is our national
response to this deluge?
Instead of enforcing a prudent law that limits immigration to reasonable numbers,
our policy has been to compromise justice in order to
accommodate markets for
cheap labor and the pressure
of overpopulation from other
countries.
In 1986, the Alien Amnesty
Act prompted 2.6 million
aliens to seek a blanket welcome, extended even to their
family members living back
Alt hough
this
home.
allowance was coupled with
employment
sanctions
designed to regulate the immigrant work force, it has proved
a failure so far.
More recently, the federal
government pursued the prag-

matic, long-term hope that a
Mexican-American
trade
agreement will lower the disparity in wages between our
two economies so the 8 to 1
current advantage of the alien
workers will decrease to a less
enticing 4 to 1 advantage when
market forces prevail over the
years. In the mean time, our
unskilled laborer can expect to
endure the additional hardship
of job deportation to countries
south of the border where
labor is cheaper.
Are we to always submit to
the so-called economic forces
as those which are best
because "practical?"
Let us begin to act according to the principles of good
government. It is wrong to
pardon illegal entry just as it is
wrong to seek entry against
the law. Illegal aliens lay an
unjust burden on everybody:
the environment, displaced
low-skilled American workers
and those who wish to immigrate legally.
A prudent measure to at
least slow, and perhaps stop,
illegal immigration would be
to enact increasingly tough
measures until some progress
is evident. Such legislation
could begin by strengthening
employment sanction penalties for businesses who hire
aliens. Welfare benefits in the
form of education and medical

Antony W. Nispel

Campus Viewpoint
attention for illegals could be
stopped. A more sophisticated
identification system could be
devised for temporary workers.
Finally, a more complete
border deterrent system could
be
installed,
including
increased patrol personnel,
electronic sensors and secure
fencing.
Perhaps more important
than any provisions enacted by
our government is the need for
responsible conduct among
citizens. As a people we should
look beyond the short-term
gain of cheap labor and be
more concerned about the
long-term health of this state.
Let us renew our commitment to more resolute illegal
immigration
enforcement
than we have carelessly
allowed. Likewise, we should
strive to care for our morals
and besieged land by employing and valuing citizens of
good standing.

Antony W. Nispel
Graduate Student, Undeclared
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SpartaGuide
The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
Meeting,
GUILD:
ARTISTS’
11:30a.m.-12:30p.m., IS 235A,
call Debbie at 293-3313.
BAPTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES:
Meeting, 7-9p.m., Fox worthy
Baptist Church, call Steve at 2945767.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN: Student galleries art show, 10a.m.4p.m., Art Building and Industrial Studies, call Marla at 9244330.
SIKH STUDENTS ASSOCIATION:
Punjab Discussion, 7-9p.m., SU
Umunhum Rm, call Parvinder at
924-8736.
SJSU GREEKS: Clothing & canned food drive, drop off at Student Activities Office or Delta
Upsilon, call Heather at 2799031.

TUESDAY
CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Protein bioengineering seminar, 4:30p.m.,
DH 135, call Dr. Okuda at 9242525 or 924-5000.
MARKETING CLUB: Resume critique, 4:30p.m., SU Costanoan
Room, call Brian at 243-3497.
SAN JOSE WRITERS’ COMMUNITY: Symposium, 6p.m., SH
100, call 924-4433.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN:

horn page i

Student galleries art show, 10a.m.-4p.m., Art building and
Industrial Studies, call Marla at
924-4330; lecture, 5-6p.m., Art
133, call Andy at 924-4328;
Reception, 6-8p.m., Art building
and Industrial Studies, call Marla
at 924-4330.
SJSU GREEKS: Clothing & canned food drive, drop off at Student Activities Office or Delta
Upsilon, call Heather at 2799031.
SPJ: Speakers, Chris Borden and
Deborah Kerr, 1p.m., DBH 107,
Call Dave at 924-3266.

WEDNESDAY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPT.:
Lecture, 1:30p.m., DH 135, call
Jean at 924-4900.
METEOROLOGY DEPT.: Seminar,
4-5p.m., call Del at 924-5200.
SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN: Student art galleries show, 10a.m.4p.m., Art building and Industrial Studies, call Marla at 9244330.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting,
7p.m., SU Pacheco Room, call
Mike at 924-8330.
SJSU GREEKS: Clothing & canned food drive, drop off at Student Activities Office or Delta
Upsilon, call Heather at 2799031.
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Cesar Chavez

Accountant accused of stealing from celebrities
mortgages.
Ms. Alexander, now on Broadway in "The Sisters Rosensweig,"
and her husband Edwin Sherin,
who directs TV’s "Law and
Order," allegedly lost $1.5 million.
Powers’ other alleged victims
and their losses include, Cecil
Hoffman of "LA Law," $100,000;
actor Michael Zaslow of "The
Guiding Light," $500,000; and
actress Kate Collins, formerly of
"All My Children," $50,000.

From page i
of this," she said. "1 believe this is
good for everyone, even when it’s
uncomfortable."
The group of S1SU parents
who belong to the Francis Gulland Children Center have
already become stronger. At the
meeting last Monday, coordinated by parent and SISU occupational therapy major Debi Hazel,
parents came to the conclusion
that they want the daycare center
to be located on the SJSU campus.
Hazel said, "We brainstormed
ideas about an appropriate daycare location at SJSU because
there is no reason why parents of

for the’ desecration of a Jewish
cemetery, during a week in which
nations around the world
remembered the Holocaust.
The three 19 -year-olds each
face charges of malicious destruction of a memorial, malicious
destruction of property, and violating civil rights, prosecutors
said. Each pleaded innocent.
Vandals toppled more than
100 tombstones and spray-painted others with swastikas in the
Everett Jewish Cemeteries, situated in this Boston suburb. The
graffiti included a birthday salute
to Adolf Hitler, born April 20,
1889.

Everyone is encouraged to attend
When: Today, Monday 26th
Where: Spartan Memorial
Time: 7:00-9:00 pm
For more information call Jose or Eloy at 971-6867
Sponsored by GAMMA ZETA ALPHA Funded By A.S.
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STUDENT SAVINGS!
OIL CHIA NGE
the children can’t have input that
might help us come up with a
solution."
Parents of Gulland Center
attendees drew up a proposal to
the university suggesting that
SJSU provide a "permanent onsite (SJSU) facility" and that "a
proper center should be designed
and built with the financial support of the Associated Students
and future fees assist the center
with funding."
The group wants to present the
summary to SJSU President J.
Handel Evans and has decided to
petition within the next few
weeks that "there is a need for
childcare on SJSU."
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Auto Service
1854 So Seventh St San Jose
(lust two blocks south of Spartan Skschurn1
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Introduction
to Law School
"An exciting opportunity to get a
sneak preview of law school."

IT
WEAR
FOR YOUR
CONDOMS
Protect your body

& peace of mind

A three-week summer program about what
lawyers do and what law school is really like.
designed fir men and women who are amsidering ;ipplying to Liw
school, who are about to enter law school, or who want to learn
more about lawyers and the American legal system.
You can attend either day or evening classes taught by law
faculty. Cost of the program is $485. Enrollnienr is limited.
Learn study and exam techniques, lawyering sk i Ils and substantive law. You will also get infilrmat ion (in admissions, c; ireers
and law school life.

Regi.stration deadline: June I I
For information call
415/442.6605 or return this
coupon for a free catalog ro
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1821 Saratoga Ave I
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$30.00

The damage was discovered
Wednesday as nations observed
International Holocaust Remembrance Week.
Judge Paul Mahoney ordered
Edward Cordwell and Paul Flaherty held on $1,000 cash bail,
while the third suspect, Brian
Merchant, was held on $1,500
cash bail.
Reilly said there was no evidence to connect the three to
anti-Semitic and racist graffiti
painted this week on a Jewish
temple in suburban Peabody.
Police believed the trio also
painted symbols and slogans
derogatory to blacks, Hispanics
and Asians in other parts of
Everett.

Law Admissions
ETolden Gate University
516 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA
94105-2968

the cOpy center

Gryo

Everything is Made from Scratch

Chicken Shawarma
Small French Fries
Smc.111 Drink

This program , offered for the seventh conse,iitis.e summer, is

*Transparencies
Presentations
*Sales Flyers
’Displays
*Charts & Graphs *Copy From Slides

A rf.s all materials are included
A .’eS we administer programs for
California Stale Universdie.,
,,fges and law schools
A t tsS ali programs are on campus

$175

Mousaka Chicken Showarma Kebbeh

Hummus

1990 participant Harlan Woodr:PN
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Come Discover & Enioy the Difference
of Vegetarian & Mediterranean Cuisine

Three 19-year-olds held
for vandalizing cemetery

SELF-ESTEEM WORKSHOP

43 R E -LSAT
GIMAT- SAT
CBEST
I

DC] i 1Y.

According to Associated
Press reports, 66-year-old
Chavez was found by a UFW
official and union attorney in a
house in Yuma, Ariz.
Chavez was born on a small
farm near Yuma on March 31,
1927. He never graduated
from high school because his
family became migrant farm
workers during the Depression.
Chavez started the UFW,
and remained its leader to the
end.
Besides the boycotts, he
began fasting in 1968 - his
last fast, in 1988, lasted 36
days. It was designed to draw
attention to pesticide use on
California table grapes, which
Chavez believed were a threat
to workers who handled them.

Child care

EVERETT, Ma,ss. (AP) Three men were arrested Friday

NEW YORK (AP) -- An
accountant and financial manager for theater and television personalities was charged with stealing $3 million from nine clients
including actress Jane Alexander.
James Powers, 56, pleaded
innocent Thursday to grand larceny, scheming to defraud and
criminal impersonation.
State Supreme Court Justice
Brenda Soloff jailed Powers without bail, and set a May 10 hearing. He has been in custody since
his arrest March 26.
Powers is accused of stealing
from clients’ accounts, cashing in
investments he made in their
names and keeping money that
was to pay his clients’ taxes and
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cess in high school. Not coinciNEW YORK (AP) Downstairs at the McDonald’s counter, dentally, according to studies, it is
a group of parochial schoolgirls then that millions of girls begin to
in pastel uniforms are on their doubt themselves and their
way out, giddy and rambunc- dreams.
"Part of the message that girls
tious, arms slung casually around
get sent is that it’s not about what
one another.
Upstairs, 16-year-old Lisa they do. It’s about how they look,"
Rogers dumps the remains of her said Nell Merlino, an organizer of
morning snack in a nearby trash Wednesday’s national "Take Our
can, then draws a wand of plum Daughters to Work" campaign.
Sponsored by the Ms. Foundalip gloss to her lips and checks her
face in a hand mirror as her tion, women from all walks of life
friend, Alisa DeBride listens to are being asked to spend their day
her Walkman. Between the with a girl between the ages of 9
parochial schoolgirls and these and 15 to offer some sense of the
two silent teen-agers lie the years world open to them.
that shape tomorrow’s women.
Studies by scholars at Wellesley
"I was real smart in school, up College’s Center for Research on
to the 8th grade," said DeBride, a Women have found the odds
17-year-old high school student. stacked against women who
"There was nobody and nothing dream of going into the male-orito pressure me away from work- ented fields of math and science.
ing hard.
Among a group of 230 coed
Looking cool and listening to college freshmen who planned to
the coolest music are keys to suc- major in physical or biological
sciences, mathematics, computer
science, engineering and premedical studies, it was young women
who tended to lose faith and drop
out in significant numbers.
The study indicated problems
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If you’ve recently graduated, or
will be soon, the reality is that you
will need real Work eXiscrictiCe to
start your career. johsAnterica

help you get started.

TUESDAY

APRIL 27th
am to 2pm and 4pm to Ipm
The 4-7pm session is less crowded
and recruiters have more time to
spend with yoir

Benefit friim FREE Seminars on
JOB SEARCH SKILLS fur the
’90s presented by professional
Career (:(ttinselors from Princm in/
Matti-TS International.
Bring your resume to JitbsAmerisa
and get your career oil to a great
start!
Far srpdarrd data& rer nor ad in ritr
Classified Section of the APRIL 254
and 2arh Can /nu, Metrury Neat

LE BARON HOTEL

350 North First Street, San Jim.
JobsAmerica will have solid ormipanic", many offering ENTRY
LEVEL career opportunities in
SALES and MANAGEMENT.
Temporary positions in a
variety of areas too.

"It’s been a lot of work to get to this point,"
Wagers said. Aside from having to satisfy the
water board and the housing authority, SHA
had to meet with members of the neighborhood to ease their fears about homeless people
moving in.
"We met with about 85 people, those living
in the neighborhood:’ Wagers said. He said
they had to ease the residents’ anxiety about
having homeless people living in the neighborhood.
"It was kind of ironic I thought," Wagers
said. "Here these people have to move out as
well.
"They’ll soon be homeless, and they’re worried about having homeless people living near
them."
The SHA is still looking for volunteers and
materials. They need cleaning equipment,
painting supplies and building materials, furniture, appliances and household supplies such as
dishes and towls.
For more inforthation, contact Scott Wagers
or Nancy Nichols at (408) 335-7039.

Taking daughters to work can add to their self-esteem
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start with the basement. It needs to be gutted,"
he said. "The repairs won’t be that extensive
the house is in pretty good shape:’
Any repairs made to the house will be done
by the homeless and volunteers. Wagers said a
private architect and contractor came forward
and volunteered to coordinate and supervise
the work. The architect is Gill Gould and the
contractor is James D. Houston.
Wagers said the SHA has gotten great support from the public in its endeavor. The Mercury News ran a picture of volunteers delivering equipment to the house Tuesday. Wagers
said the publicity has been a big help.
"We’ve already gotten some calls from people (to volunteer time and materials)," Wagers
said. "We’ve been given four stoves and a couple of couches already."
The SHA expects to be finished with the
repairs and move people in some time in the
next two weeks. The house will be occupied by
two couples and two single men.
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SHA: House fixed up for homeless
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Joanie Medina and Tony Testman move furniture back into the West St. John St. house. The
house will be ready for occupants in several weeks.
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CLEVELAND (AP) A man
was indicted on a murder charge
for allegedly ordering his pit bull
to attack his common-law wife,
in a case investigated by a homicide detective and an animal
expert.
Authorities say Jeffrey Mann,
36, ordered the 70-pound dog,
Mack, to repeatedly attack
Angela Kaplan after the couple
argued Sept. 2.
Although Mann said the
attack was unprovoked, police
Detective Michaelene Taliano
said she was suspicious. Of the
more than 100 wounds the 28year-old woman suffered, none
were to her neck or throat, which
are usually a dog’s favorite targets, she said.
"We believe the dog was instigated and reinstigated and reinstigated to attack," said animal
behaviorist Karen Arnoff.
Mann promised to surrender
Monday, Taliano said.
Mann’s pit bull, which would
normally be destroyed because of
the attack, is being kept alive at
an animal shelter as evidence.
Other pit-bull owners have
been charged with murder when
their dogs have attacked people,
said Randall Lockwood, a vice
president with the U.S. Humane
Society.
He said he knew of no people
convicted of murder, although
some were convicted of lesser
charges.
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Man charged with
using pit bull as
murder weapon

JobsAmerica
JobsArnenca os not an employment agency Ail
parbcoatmg compames are EEO/Athrmatwe
Acton employers and morays are encouraged
to attend
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I REE ADMISSION FREE SEMINARS

start at the chalkboard: 56 percent of women feared they would
be wrong when speaking up in
class, compared with 39 percent
of men. While most men felt free
to disagree with professors, 48
percent of women did not.
By the time puberty hits, girls
have sized up the game and are
savvy enough to realize it can pay
to play. They begin to re-examine
themselves, according to the
images of "success" they’ve seen.
It’s not as simple as heaping
praise on your sons or daughters,
supporting their every wish and
dream.
Child
psychologist
Lawrence Shapiro of King of
Prussia, Pa., cautions that parents
should not be overzealous.
"A parent who says everything
a child does is great and rewards
the child every time he does anything, that can do more damage
than good," said Shapiro, who
seven years ago began offering an
entire catalogue of toys designed
to enhance children’s sense of self.
"When they see in the real
world that every little thing they
do is not so great," he said, "that
can be a real problem."

GET PAID $200
TO HAVE FUN
As Homecoming Chair, you will get paid $200 a
month. Plus you’ll have an opportunity to put your
interpersonal and management skills to good use. If
you’re open minded, organized, motivated, and have
an ability to supervise...Then get into the school spirit
and apply to be a candidate for Homecoming Chair.

Great Exposure
8200/Month
Meet People
Deadline for
applications:
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April 28,Wed.
_
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
LIBERTY MILLER AT 924-6240
A.S. OFFICE, THIRD FLOOR OF STUDENT UNION
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No reason to interfere with Koresh’s compound
AUSTIN - If anyone can
think of anything good to be
said about the law enforcement’s
handling of the Branch Davidians from beginning to end, call
someone in authority. I can’t
think of a single thing.
We’re looking at 80-something people dead, including 17
children, for what? What did
they ever do to anyone?
David Koresh bought a lot of
guns, legally. If we wanted to do
something about that, we should’ve changed the law, right?
The Koresh compound never
needed to be assaulted in the
first place. Law enforcement
people around Waco, including
the sheriff and the former district attorney, said Koresh would
come in whenever they needed
to talk to him. All they had to do
was call.
Not only was there no reason
to attack the compound 51 days
ago, there was no reason to
attack it April 19 either.
Dick DeGuerin, Koresh’s lawyer, obviously still in shock April
19, said, "Oh yeah, of course he

would have come out peacefully.
We’ve got it in writing from him.
He wanted to finish working on
this manuscript. If they had
asked Jack or me, we could have
told them, everything is peaceful
right now. But these people just
kept escalating the hostilities.
"I don’t know what I expected
when 1 first went in there, but he
was very lucid, very reasonable.
I’m not going to make judgments on his religious ideas, but
he was no more unreasonable
than 50 percent of all the preachers I’ve heard on TV.
"You listen to some of those
television evangelists, and what
they say is far more ridiculous.
Koresh was just readin’ the Bible.
That’s all they did in there, just
read the Bible.
"I was over at Rex Cauble’s
trial this mornin’, and when I
heard, when I saw what they were doing, using those Bradleys to
push over the walls and gassing
those kids, I asked the judge to
let me out of trial," DeGuerin
continued. "1 came straight here. Those Bradleys were tearing

Maybe he wouldn’t have come
out after he finished his manuscript. So what? They’d already
thrown a fence around the place.
All they had to do was put one
guard by a gate and wait.
W ho needed the million -dollar-a-day operation with the
choppers and the M -60s? "They
could be in there for months!"
said the alarmists. And who
would that have hurt?
Tell me it’s just a coincidence
that the laws waded into the
compound again after snide stories appeared in the papers making fun of them, making them
look ridiculous. Who has the
right to put ridicule ahead of the
lives of 17 children?
The FBI and Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agents responsible for this fiasco have no right to
claim Koresh was unreasonable,
that he wouldn’t negotiate or
cooperate - because they never
tried it. They went in there in the
first place with guns blazing and
apparently killed some of their
own agents. When someone
comes at you firing weapons, it is

apart the kids’ rooms, tearing
apart the windows of the kids’
rooms. I saw the kids in there.
They were peaceful and happy."
At the time of the Jim Jones
massacre in Guyana, there was a
great deal printed about the psychology of cults, including the
need of cult leaders to cut their
followers off from outside influences and then keep them isolated with threats of confrontation
with authorities.
Koresh clearly showed some
traits in this pattern, predicting a
confrontation for several years.
But he also had outside contacts,
expeditions, buying trips. It
wasn’t impossible or even difficult to find him outside the compound.
When the final confrontation
with authority was forced - by
the authorities, not by Koresh the mass suicide was predictable.
It is part of a cult pattern. But
there was no reason for it to happen in Waco.
Koresh was still talking to
outsiders, to his lawyers. He
wasn’t hurting anyone.

Molly Ivms
not an invitation to reasonable..
negot iat ion.
But they got a hell of an ending for their made-for-TN’
movies, didn’t they?
I do hope those in charge of
this operation get a lot of money
for their exclusive storks.
Molly Ivins is a columnist for
the Fort Worth Star-Telegram.
Her column appears every Monday.

Classi ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
TAOS no claim for prcducts or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified colurruis rif the Spartan
Daily consist of pald advertising
and offerings are not approved ot
verified by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
MEN’S ETHNIC DANCE Concert,
Saturday. May I Morris Dailey
Auditorium 7 pm. Tickets at the
door: $10. adults: $7. students/
kids/seniors. Men’s dances of
Africa, America. Bavaria, China,
England, Greece, Hungary, Mexico
and Scotland. More information:
408/2599789.
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TAHOE HEAVENLY Nevada ccndos
for summer job rent near casinos.
Awesome views, spa, pool.
superior location 495 Tramway.
Fran $595. Tom: 702/831-8743.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 3 hours/week as a
Community Fnend, providng social
suppert to adults Irving with mental
illness. We train. 408/436-0606.
GUARANTEED $400. Two student
cktis needed for fall poroject. Your
group GUARANTEED at least $400.
Must call BEFORE END OF TERM!
18009320528, ext. 99.
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EARN MONEY
Promote your agmization
selling printed sweatshrts,
T-shirts, hats, visots, mugs,
decals, tamper stickers, etc..
with your design or bp!
Ple,ase call to see just how
low these prices can be!
Brainstorm Graphics:496.6343.
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ALL GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS!
For important information on
upcoming events and activities.
please go to Student Activities
Office, Box 89. For additional
information call 408/3702102.
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100% PURE ADRENALINE I I ! ! !
Experience the thrill of free falling
atm 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only slqclivng center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thnll seek
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becomng a certified
skydiver. starting with a six hour
class and a nide long freefall the
same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operat
ed by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510) 6347575.

CHEAP! FBI / U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200.
$50.
86 VW
87 Mercedes
$100.
65 Mustang
550.
Choose from thousands start $50.
FREE Infamation.
24 Hour Hotline.801-3792929
Copyright a CA057510.

FOR SALE
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING
with matching gold wedding ring,
Paid 51,000. in 1986. Now worth
$1,500. Sacrifice for $600. Call
Tanya 9270196.

PAINTERS WANTED outdoor wak
Stnnyvale. Good pay r bonuses.
PT/sprig, FT/surnmer. Call 1-8C0
4009332 ask for Mike Bak.
EVENING & MIND Childcare wanted fa 2 children (2 & 7) flex hrs.
Hourty rate. Cal 408/370-9730.
PART-TIME FLEX HOURS. Tech
Support for scientific word processor. Knowledge of DOS & at least
one W.P Good communication
skills. Fax resume: 408/298-6157
or mail to: Horstmann Sofhvare
10 S. 3rd St Ot350. S.I. CA 95113.

SALES POSITION! INTERESTED IN
health & fitness? Flexible hours,
great opportunity for Mktg. Mgmt.
& Phys. Ed. majors. Training
program. Brenda: 2557710.

ACTORS, COMEDIANS, & GREAT
personalities to teach fun traffic
school 1632 hours a week. 510.
per hour to start. Great job/co.
408/2455801.

BRADUAN? JAPANESE? Available
20 hrs. minimum per week for
translation or computer-related
work/ Work permit 4 some
computer experience rechared- Can
Bibi at 415/3211335. x 122.

COUNSELOR / SKILLS - TRAINER
with developmentally disabled
adults. 6 months exper. wrth D.D.
adults. Fremont 510/2260505.

TYPIST NEEDED Tuesdays 4-10
pm only. Must type 75 wpm &
have exc. English, grammar,
spelling skills. 408/2807203.

*SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS.
Medical / Dental Benefits
Sick / Vacation Pay
Employee Referral Bonus.
Novo hking three parttIme students
to work Tuesdays and Thursdays in
tefcre & after school age chirbare
prcgrams. Oltier full and part time
posltbns aLso available in both
before & after school age chlkicare
prcgrams and preschool programs.
Positions great for both female ard
male students. Substittrte teaching
positions availabb for students
needing fierble hours or days off
for studying. Mb 24 locations, we
offer lots of achrancement and
opportunity. Call us. we’ll work with
your schedule. Minrrium 12 ones
needed in child development
elementary education a recreation.
Call (408) 257-7326.

SOUTH VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
bokng for creeks energetic teach
4200. - $500. WEEKLY
ers, director in training & subs for
Assemble pralucts at hane.
preschool & school age chiki care
centers. Part-time, various hours Easy! No selling. You’re paid direct.
mornings & afternoons between 7 Fully guaranteeJ. FREE Information
24 hotr hotline. 801 3792900.
am & 6 pm. Minimum 12 ECE
Copyrght 0 CA057550.
Lints. Call 227 3605 or 2269622.

MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
Your chance to be seen!!!
Models wanted by top agencies all
over the country and the world.
Break into the modeling industry
S7.00 58.00 PER HOUR
now! No expenence necessary Call
Security trne or part trne
for details. Torn (408) 249-9737.
All shrfts / Day, Swrg or Grave.
Weekh Paychecks
NEW: sruoeNr DENIAL PLAN
Creole iron
Office vises, teeth cleaned and
Full training.
Trays - no charge.
Vmation Pay.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
3 medical plans for F.T.
Enroll nowl
Dental / Vision Flans.
For brochure see
A.S. Office or call 8066553225, Requres: Reliable transportabon,
clean police record, verifiable past
MAXIMIZE YOUR FINANCIAL AID! empbyrnent good communication
A dynamic guide offers proven skills, 18 wars.
secrets for oollege students, pkis a Apply-. 8 am. 5 pm. Monday Friday
comprehensoe directory of contact Vanguard Security Sonless
sources. For free details, send a 3212 Scott Md. Santa Clara
selfaddressed stamped envelope Near 101 at San Tomas & Oloott.
to: ASA, 2455 23rd Ave., S.F. CA
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
94116. Satisfactiai guaranteed!
Many positions. Great benefits.
CaU 18004364365 ext P-3310.
AUTONIOTIVE

I

Roseanne
to quit ABC
if hubby is axed
LOS ANCiELES (AP) ABC was unmoved Friday by
Roseanne Arnold’s angry vow
to Hee the network because it
will not commit to renewing
her husband’s sitcom, "The
Jackie Thomas Show."
As planned, ABC will announce the fate of Tom Arnold’s
series in May, when the fall programming lineup is announced, said a network spokeswoman. The network had no
other comment.
Roseanne Arnold was quoted in the New York Times on
Friday as saying she will take
her hit sitcom, "Roseanne," to
another network and would
cancel a deal with ABC to produce future series.
Arnold’s wrath has built
since she first complained on
the "Tonight" show two weeks
ago of her treatment by ABC.
She appeared to be network
shopping as she cited the
chance of jumping to either
CBS, NBC or Fox TV.

l’honc: 924-3277

EXTRA HELP FOR MORGAN HILL
home. Light housework. Some
cooking. Errands. 2-3 hours daity,
HELP WANTED
4 days/week. Flex hours. Must
ACTIVIST EARN while you team’ provide character references. Call
Work for social justice and the Michele @ 2805900.
environment with Silicon Valley
Toxics Coalition. Paid training. LOOKING FOR SPECIAL ED or
Full-time: $300. a week salary plus PSYCHOLOGY STUDENT to be a
bonus. Part-time: $8.00/hour. COMPANION this summer for my
mildly retarded 12 yr. old son.
2887882 E.O.E.
HOUIS would be 8 am 5 pm, daily.
COPY OPERATORS WANTED E-ime weekends and overnights.
for on-call position. Must be able Applicant needs to be CREATIVE,
to work nights & weekends. Will flexible, POSITIVE and ACCEPTING
train. Apply at AnzaGraphixs, of disabled people. Car is a must.
Two N. Market St, San Jose.
References required. Good salary.
Cal Chailotte: 415/9600538.
TEACHERS/AIDES FULL & PART
time. Long & short tem positkins. DISTRIBUTE ALARMS FOR SELF
We offer competitive wages. PROTECTION and to deter theft.
ChoiceCare Temporary Personnel Be your own boss set your own
hours. No inventory requirements.
408/227-7209.
408/4481111.
LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Excellent ground flax cpportunity. SUMMER CAMP POSITIONS:
You could be making up to Roughing It day camp in SF bay
$35,000.00 your first year! To area is hiring for summer 1993,
team how, call 369-999’9 for an (510) 283-3878. Send resume to
appontrnent or fax 3698409.
P.O. Bar 1266, Onnda, CA 94563,
SANDWICH ?MUMS FOOD PREP
$7.00 hr. Days, Tue. [Nu Fri. Apply
2 3pm. 1348 N. Frst St San Jose.

i.rd
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SALES HEALTH AND FITNESS
Full time positions available for
management trainees needed for
California’s fastest goveng profes
sonal martial art schools. Opportu
nity for rapid advancement to
management for self motivated
enthusiastic team players. Karate
experience helpful but not neces
sary. Guaranteed base, plus com
missions, bonus, trips and other
great benefits. Call Mr. Berryessa
at (510)7117347.

TEACHER
SUMMER READING
ENRICHMENT PROGRAMS:
Teach comprehension skdls, bve
of readng to children and adults.
Seeking well-read, warm, analytical
grad students who can transfam
pecple’s view of books.
INSTRUCTOR For those who love Car required. $450.4500./wk.
AUTO INSURANCE
energetic
and
children.
Exciting
tnedical.
510/849-2294.
Campus Instrance SerVce
people needed for pre-school
Special Student Programs
and
recreation
children sports
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING
Serving SJSU for 20 years
program. Full & part time available. Firm seeking to expand in Bay
"Great Rates for Gocd DrAers"
’Toad Rates for NonGcod Drhers" Salary plus bonus. Call Mr. Chung Area. Sales reps and managers
(510) 7117347. Positions avail- needed. Full time and part time
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
able throughout the bay area.
avail. For more info regarding the
"Good Student"
company, call Ryan at 9558281.
"Family Multkar"
TEACHER SUB NEEDED
CALL TODAY
immed. at Alma Center. Must hate CASHIERS - CHEVRON. Two
296-5270
reit. childcare center permit. Call locations. Flexible hours.Call
FREE QUOTE
408/9710888 x 218.
295.3964 / 269.0337.
OBUGATION
NO HASSLE Also open Satudays 9-2.

HIGH TECH JOBS THE EASY WAY!
The Job Finder fa High Tech Silicon
Valley ISts valuable information on
700. companies in the Silicon
Valley to help you find jobs that
suit your skill set. It allows you
to act smart in your job search.
Available at Spartan Bookstote.
RESTAURANT PART-T1ME
Day and evening shifts.
Excellent pay. Apply in person at
Posta Min,
2565 N. 1st St. or
call John / Doug at 435-7300.
SWIMMING Instructors: $12. $14.
per hr. Fun! Flex hrs. Dolfun Swim
Call Greg 415/337,4143.
PERSON TO PLACE
posters on campus.
P/T. 800835-7737
MARKETING, NO EXP. NEC. will
train. Easy work, set your own
hours. Waiting as little as 2 hrs.
per day, you can eam $1.200. to
$4,000. per mcnth. 3950076.
EARN SI.,1300 WEEKLY mailing our
circulars! Begin Nowl Free packet!
SEYS, Dept. 15, Box 4000,
Cordova, TN 38018-4000.
IMMEDIA1E1 ’MARKETING project,
outdoa waft, flex hrs. good pay.
Some positions require vehicles.
Eam $6.-10. + per hr. 1800544
2824. After 4pm: 415468-2674.
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS!
GOOD PAY - GREAT DPERIENCE
Vector, an international firm
is expanding in the Bay Area.
We nettd ambitious, motivated
individuals who seek both good
income and a valuable learning
experience. Work P/T now, F/T
in summer. flexible hours set
around your school schedule!
Starting pay rate $12.25
No experience nec. will train.
Internships and scholarships
available. Call 21305195.
ALASKA SUMMER EhIPLOYMENT
fisheries. Earn $600./week
canneries or $4,000./month on
fishing boats. Free transportation!
Room & boardl Male or Female.
For employment program call
1 206-5454155 ext A6041.

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS. Earn
$6,000. this fishing season.
Complete program $12. Call
803/2520544. Why pay $40./
$17. PER HOUR
Weekends Evenngs.
Laval aeration sales.
Green Thumb -- 732-4443.

FEMALE, NON-SMOKER NEEDED
to share 2 bdrin . 1 bath apt. wrth
pool. Near It. rail, Willow Glen &
Almaden Expy. $350. 1,2 util
Call 2658553.

SERVICES

WRITING & RESEARCH Services.
Terni paper & thesis preparation
and assistance. All subjects. Quailfied writers on every topic. Editing.
Rewriting. Resumes. ESL students
welcomed. Work guaranteed.
Emergencies a specialty. Fast.
satisfactory service. Improve your
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT grades! (Berkeley) 510-841 5036.
Make money teaching basic conversational English abroad. Japan VIDEO SERVICES SPECIALIZING
& Taiwan. Many provide room & in weddings. Recording, editing and
board + other benefits! No previous duplication. Affix, laLle and proles
training or teaching certificate sional. Call 408.7231813.
required. For employment program
50% DISCOUNT!
call: (206)632-1146 ext. 16041.
Permanent Cosmetics try Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eye Liner Lps - Eyebrows.
HOUSING
Expires 5 31 93.
4084793500
FOR SALE: Cottage. 2 bdr. 1 ba.
Hair Today C,one Tcrnonow
rr. Univ. 875 S F
yani $125k.
Home Buyer’s Realty 3703356.
621E. Campbell Ave. #I7.
Campbell, CA 95008.
2 BR/1BA, 2 BLKS FROM SJSU.
Cable TV, off street parking. WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
Avail 6/1. $650./mo. 268-0439.
STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTSMembershp open exclusively
I WILL SUBLET YOUR STUDIO,
to SJSU Students, Alumni, and
in San Jose area, June, July &
AcMsay Faculty!
Ai.gust Call 971-3055.
Services include:
DUMP YOUR ROOMMATE $ Alit Loans $ Personal Loans
SPECIAL! Tired of loud music
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
when you need to study or your
Exceptonal Rates!!!
favonte sweater missng in action?
Convenient location:
Live alone just minutes from SJSU.
Spacious studios from only $520.
48 S. 7th Street Suite 201
Call Stephanie - 408/57&6800.
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for MOTE info:
(408)947-7273.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $770.
Wak a ride bike to school. Ample MEN AND WOMEN PERMANENT
parking, garage available Secured HAIR REMOVAL. Stop shaving,
entrance. Cable TV avail. Laundry waxing, tweezing or using cheml
facilities. Remodeled, roomy & very cals. Let us permanently remove
clean. Call Manager 288-9157 your unwanted hair. Back - Chest Lip Bikini Chin Tummy etc.
leave message.
Students & faculty 15% discount.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 1st. appt. 1/2 price if made by
windows,
brght
and
airy,
with
5/31/93. Hair Today Gone
Big
dishwasher, air conditioning gated, Tomorrow, 621 E. Campbell Ave.
*17,
Campbell . (408) 3793500.
covered parking & on-site laundry.
Intercom building. Quiet, nice for
hvo roommates or staff. 1 block WRRING, RESEARCH, EDMNG.
from SJSU. Front $625. per month. Tem) paper assistance. Versatik
expert staff. Experienced wrth ESL
Aspen Vintage Tower. 2974705.
students. Emergencies weknin.1.
2 BDR./1 BA. 1 block horn SJSU.
Call tatter, 800-777-7901.
Free basic cable. laundry room.
parking, modern appliances. Rent
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC!!
Unwanted hair removed forever
begins at 5725./mo. 5500. dep.
For information call 971.0869 or
Specialist. Confidenbal.
see manager at Royale Apts. 485
Disposable rv your iyom probe.
S. 9th & William St. Also accepting 335 S Baywind Av San Jose. Ca.
Cali 247-7486.
applications for Fall semester
EARN $1000s weekly stuffing
envelopes at home! Send SASE
to: Opportunities West, 2144 S.
1100 E., Surte 150324, Salt Lake
Crty, UT 84106.

IMMIGRATION / BUSINESS
16 yrs of legal expenence
H1. labor cert.. green card
corporation & business.
Law Offices of Stanley K. Yim
2021 The Alameda, Suae 350
San Jose. CA 95126
TTD 408/ 2499532
Voioe 408,2499567

FAX: 924-3181
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Call Marsha at 2669448 for full
service word processing: edit tor
vocabulary. grammar. sentence
structure. punctuation. format
il1PA, Tumbler% MLA); table, graph
preparation: custom postscript
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume kover letter preparation.
International Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7 30am-8:30pm.

BREAST ENLARGEMENT.
Medically proven non-surgical.
Safe. Natural. Only $220.
Body Imaging (408) 374-4960.

SANTA CLARA Secretarial Serv.
i408) 984 2268 Near SCU.
Term papers. resumes etc.

CREATIVE RASCAIS
TRAVEL
Desktop Publishing:
Term papers, reports. resumes.
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
Hawaii. Mexico Europe. U.S.,
Affordable! 408-364-0806.
Make your vacation plans now.
Call for low airfares. Arlene:
TO TYPE!
*I HATE
408/997-3647.
a this got your attention. grve yourself a break Let me do rt for you!
REAL CHEAP TRAVEL
Free pick up and delivery.
FOR STUDENTS!
Resumes. term papers & theses.
Book Europe and Far East now
APA format. $2.00 per double
for lowest summer fares .
spaced page $5.00 minimum.
-Special Student TicketsCall Julie - 998-8354
No inn imax days. refundable.
changeable, openjaw fights.
VVORD PROCESSOR
No afvance bookng requrements.
Retired secretary. Let me do the
We discount Eurad passes.
typing!! Resumes. term papers.
New York Boston 5389.
theses, etc. Grad & undergrad.
Washington D.C. / Miami 5399.
IBM Comp/Laser printer.
STA student air tickets
Available days
Telephone service everyday!
(eves/weekends by appt.)
DISCOUNT TRAVEL DESK
A,opointrnent necessary
1-8006969030.
Arria
972-4992.

WORD PROCESSING

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Word processing! Theses, term
papers, nursing & group projects.
resumes. letters. manuscripts. etc.
Word Perfect 5.1. HP Laserlet. AIII
formats plus APA. Spelling punctuation and gammar assistance. AIII
work guaranteed! Save SSS with
referral discounts! For worryfree.
dependable. and prompt service.
Word Processing Hayward Area call PAM at 247-2681 (8am8prn).
Reports ’Term PapersTheses
Suzanne 5104899794 MLAAPA. PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Wcvd Processing, Term Papers
CALL LINDA TODAY
Theses. Graduate Work, APA &
for erpenenced. professional word
Turabian. Desktop Publishing
processing. Theses. term papers.
Graphic Design & Layout
All
etc.
fcrrnats
Laser Output.
projects,
groted
includng APA. Laser prnter.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Transaption and Fax services
V. I. P. Graphics
available. Almaden/Branharn area
Near Oakridge Mall
Call for appointment
3639254.
i4O8) 264 4504
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
FRIENDLY WORDPROCESSING & Science and English papers the
TRANSCRIPTION Professlonall ses our specialty. Laser printing.
home typist
Laserlet printer Free spell check and storage
$2.00 , double spaced page. APA. Turabian and other formats
Open almost 24 hours a day. Resumes, editing. graphics
7 days a week. Term papers. and other services available
resumes. correspondence, etc. Masterson s Word Processing.
West San Jose near Cupertino Call Paul or Virginia 4082510449.
Suzanne: 4465658.
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER gets the
best grades. This English teacher
has 30 years experience typing
and welcomes foreign students.
Best rates! Fast service!
Call Barbara at WRITE/TYPE
008) 2957438.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hem Line is 30 spaces, inclucialc) letters, numbers, punctuation t),, spaces between words.

_ILl_IEJLI_LIOE11-10OOLILIOELJEMEI 11 lOPIEMULJ
ODELL DOD! IFIEMOOEOCIELII 11111111-1EICHIED
REIF1DEDOOLIIEDIEJLEJECCILJOLJEOEMOM
CIELJHDHEECTITADEili7E)MDFfil EFIODOEIFO
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Day
3 Noes
SS
4 Ines
S6
5 Noes
57
6 Ines
SS
Si
Oat t,a,Pitiorial

Two
Days
57
SS
59
510

Three
Days
S9
S 10
S 11
S12

Four
Days
$11
S12
S13
S14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per slay.
f line (25 spaces) in bold free or( harqe
lp
ackit mai words available in brAil for $1 Oar h

SEMESTER RATES "
3-9 lines: $ 7o. 10 14 lines: 5,A)
" 15.191ines:$110

Phasschock
your classification:

Five
Days
‘,13
’:,14
S1S
S16

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 95192-0149
?
x,1 desk is rotated tri tAviyht Bet itel I tall, RCXXII 209.
Deadline: Two days before publication. Alt ads arc, prepaid.
Consec utive publications dates only. No refunds on cancelled
QUESTIOW7CAU.1408) 924-3277

Annour cements
- Automotive
- BeCtionics
for Sale
- Greek
_ Help Wanted
- Housing
- lost and Found
--, Sow.,
’ravel

ads.

- Tutoring
Word Piocessinq
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Ralston brings coaching legacy to SJSU
M

r

a+ I I r

Stability, experience, success.
Those were the qualities SJ
was looking for when searching
for its fourth football coach in five
years after the departure of previous head coach Ron Turner to the
Chicago Bears.
On March I 6, SJSU announced
the hiring of John Ralston as the
new head football coach at age 65
Stability certainly wouldn’t be
a problem anymore since Ralston
claims he would have to be
"thrown out" to leave SJ SU. With
more than 40 years of coaching
behind him, experience is no
longer a concern.
With a pair of Rose Bowl
Championships earned at Stanford in the early 70s, as well as an
induction into the College Football flail of Fame, succes,s is undeniable. But many wondered if, at
his age, Ralston can still contribute to the success of a Division
I football program.
Ralston, as he sits in his new
office after instructing his assistants, answers those critics by saying, "I’ll stay here as long as I feel
I can contribute to the players’
well being and development as a
player and a person.
-\’.111 wt. many people who are
t. or is it krt.(’ old at age 50, and others who are considered young
well into their 70s. It all depends
on how well you take care of
yourself:.
According to SJSU Head Basketball Coach Stan Morrison,
who was a basketball player at Cal
when Ralston was the assistant
football coach, Ralston’s age is a
benefit to the university and the
athletic department.
"Anything regarding Ralston’s
age is a phi.< Morrison said.
"He has an indomitable spirit,
and he is like a glue in that he can
bring many different people
toward one mission."
Talk of leading the Spartans
into the PAC 10 or WAC conferences, and perhaps into national
championship status, has dwindled recently with the threat of
losing Div ision 1 status and the
drop in fan attendance.
But Ralston feels that could
certainly be a reality once again.
tie expressed his desire to
someday bring Cal, Stanford and
even USC to Spartan Stadium to
help build what he believes can be
an elite program nationally that
can someday enter the PAC 10.
Early influences
Ralston’s desire to be a coach
started back when he wa.s 11 years
old. "I always wanted to be a
coach, at what level I didn’t know,
but at that age I realize it was a bit
unusual. I tvasn’t a great player; I
t I .Ige, ;HUI I played with the
idea that it would make me a better war. someday’: he said.
Atter playing linebacker for
four years at ..11. Ralston went on
to coach at Nlt. Diablo High
School, where he was an assistant
football coat h and head baseball
coach. I le then became head football coach at san Lorenzo High
School, leading it to a champi
onship, before becoming an assis
tant t al.
At cal, Ralston received his
greatest influence as a coach and
its a pet sim tinder his college
toit, and mentor Lynn Waldort.
Waldorf was the head coach at
Cal tiom 1947-1956, leading
them to three straight Rose llowl
appearances from ’48-’50.
"The legacy he gave me was
winning, and he did it in such a
subtle way, I’ve tried to follow it
where ever I’ve been:’ Ralston
saitl. "Everything I’ve ever done
in coaching was patterned after
him. He had a tremendous influ
ence on my life, more so than my
father because my parents sepa
rated, and I was raised by my
mother."
Continuing the tradition
Ralston ha.s passed that legacy
on to other people like Bill Walsh,
lim Plunkett, Joe Kapp, Merlin
Olson and Dick Vermeil, all of
whom have had great success in
the college and pro ranks.
Ralston left Cal to become the
head coach at Stanford in 1963
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Ralston talks with Macedonio Neunez during Tuesday afternoon’s workout at the South Campus.
where he built the program from
the ground up to eventually lead
the Cardinal to two consecutive
Rose Bowl Championships in
1971 and 1972.
There, he groomed coaches
like Walsh and Vermeil as well as
recruiting Plunkett, who led Stanford to both titles as a Heisman
Trophy winner in 1971.
Also on his staff was a ycmng

71e has been an
influence on a great
many peopk who
have crossed his
path over theyears.’
Roger Theder

assistant coach named Roger
Theder, current offensive coordinator for the Spartans.
Theder credits Ralston with his
beginning and success in coaching. "He has been an influence on
a great many people who have
crossed his path over the years:’
Theder said.
"My experience at Stanford
was the best I had in coaching,
and it’s because of the way he
treats people. It’s a real shame he
hasn’t been in college athletics
longer than he has because he is a
real asset to intercollegiate athletics:’
Brief stints in the pro ranks
with the Denver Broncos, from
’72-’76, and the 1984 Oakland

Invaders of the now defunct
USFL, were Ralston’s last coaching jobs in the United States
before coming to S1S1.3.
After the Invaders, Ralston
went on to coach in the Soviet
Union with the Moscow Bears, as
well as in Holland, and also
scouted in Europe for the World
Football League. Though Ralston
loved all the travel, he is happy to
be coaching a college team again.
"I enjoyed the international
travel, but the real satisfaction
you get in coaching is doing what
directing a
I’m doing now
coaching staff, helping them to
get better at what they are doing
and having a chance to talk to
because
college-age athletes
with the college player you have
so much more impact. At age 65,
they’ve got to listen to me:’ he
said.
According to Head Baseball
Coach and Assistant Athletic
Director Sam Piraro, Ralston will
prove to be a great find for SJSU.
"He has done tremendous
things in the world of athletics,
and he will do some great things
for us here at SJSU:’ Piraro said.
With all the success Ralston
has had, it’s definitely been a team
effort rather than one man’s sole
accomplishment. His wife Patti
has been an integral part of Ralston’s coaching career.
They met at Cal when she was
a registered nurse who attended a
function put on by Ralston’s fraternity. Though Ralston said it
wasn’t love at first sight, their love
and respect for one another grew
to develop a strong bond.
"She has been a fantastic asset:’

SPECIAL TIRE DISCOUNTS
FOR FACULTY AND STUDENTS
g_

he said. "The real key to it was we
determined early in our marriage
that I was going to stay at work
until I determined the job was
satisfactorily completed. But the
satisfaction she will hold is that I
will never stop on the way home.
When I’m not working, I’m at
home. I was never one to have a
drink with the boys after work."
"My job is so fun, it is my
hobby as well as my work."
His love for teaching and
impacting athletes lives is evident
when he speaks passionately
about where he feels he can lead
the Spartan program academically and athletically.
"I would like to build a national championship football team
here, and I certainly believe it’s a
reality, but just as important is
making sure our athletes get a
proper education:’ Ralston said.

STEEL BEll ED RAI MALS/80,000 MILI WARRANTY

$5

95

__

P185/70 R-14

50,000 Mile Warranty P185/80 R-13

$39.95

High Performance P195/60 R-R15 HR-X

$

59.95

TIRE & WHEEL WAREHOUSE
1763 Rogers Ave.
San Jose, Ca 95112
Phone: (408) 436-0663
Fax: (408)441-7639
Complete Brake 6r Front End Service
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LIMITED TIME OFFERNOT TO BE USED WITH ANY OTHER COUPON

Santa Clara University has
the courses you need this summer.
* Liberal arts core curriculum courses

CUSTOM SCREENPRINTING

656 AUZERAIS AVE

#C, SAN JOSE -(408)977-1022

* Pre-med and pre-law
International programs in England, Mexico,
Italy, and El Salvador
...Remember, Santa Clara’s summer session
costs about the same as some state schools.
Registration is hassle -free and open to all students.

W/ THE SPLIFFTONES
91,N\-1AN\
RED STRIPE BEER $2.50
CARLSBERG DRAFT $2.00
tarefor Ont HNC,
14 5. 2ND ST SAN 10s1
(408)286-3066

NO COVER WITH STUDENT ID

Classes are small and conveniently scheduled in the day and evening.
Call (408) 554-4833
for more information.

Santa Clara University
The best-kept secret in summer schools

